2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
Cadet Sparring 12-14 Female Red Belt Feather (37.1 - 41 kg)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

Results Legend:
- PTF: Points
- PTG: Point Gap
- GDP: Golden Point
- SUP: Superiority
- WDR: Withdrawal
- PUN: Puntitive
- RSC: Referee Stops
- DSQ: Disqualification

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Seed 2 / BRIELLE LONGYHORE, NJ (452)
2nd. Seed 1 / ANIKA JALANDHARA, TX (885)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
Cadet Sparring 12-14 Female Red Belt Light Middle (47.1 - 51 kg)
Competitors: 3

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Seed 1 / NOOR NAYAR, CA (18)
2nd. Seed 2 / Samantha ROTHAN OSSES, FL (313)
3rd. Seed 3 / CORALINE PILLAR, CO (222)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
Cadet Sparring 12-14 Male Red Belt Bantam (37.1 - 41 kg)
Competitors: 5

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Seed 1 / Jeronimo CASTANO, FL (294)
2nd. Seed 3 / William MEYER, VA (672)
3rd. Seed 5 / Connor GURGANUS, VA (898)
3rd. Seed 2 / Eli HESTON, MN (408)
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2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
Cadet Sparring 12-14 Male Red Belt Welter (49.1 - 53 kg)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS

1st. Nathan BAYOUH, NC (535)
2nd. Alejandro ECHEVARRIA, FL (295)
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2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
Junior Sparring 15-17 Female Blue Belt Feather (46.1 - 49 kg)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Kendall KRUEGER-PIERCE, MN (407)
2nd. Manassa SANKAR, CA (179)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Female Bantam (49.1 - 53 kg)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

RESULTS

MEDAL WINNERS

1st. SOPHIA OCEGUERA, CA (14)
2nd. MAYA MATA, TX (590)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Female Feather (53.1 - 57 kg)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

Final

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. CAITLYN COX, CA (15)
2nd. LOGAN WEBER, TX (588)
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2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Female Fin (46 kg & Under)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

FINAL

(B-385) HAZEL DELLA
MD - MUDO USA

(R-584) SUBHANA AHMED
TX - NON-AFFILIATED - TEXAS

385 (2-0 PTF)
MD - DELLA

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

MEDAL WINNERS

1st. HAZEL DELLA, MD (385)
2nd. SUBHANA AHMED, TX (584)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Female Fly (46.1 - 49 kg)
Competitors: 3

Sun 18 September 2022

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
GDR Golden Decl.
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Seed 2 / KYLIE LEWIS, VA (665)
2nd. Seed 1 / ASHLEY TAYLOR, FL (289)
3rd. Seed 3 / ZHOE CHRISTIAN, CA (169)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Female Heavy (Over 73 kg)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

FINAL

(B-580) HANNAH KECK
TX - L3 PERFORMANCE

(R-417) ALENA VIANA
NV - L3 PERFORMANCE

580 (2-0 WDR)
TX - KECK

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

MEDAL WINNERS

1st. HANNAH KECK, TX (580)
2nd. ALENA VIANA, NV (417)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Female Light (57.1 - 62 kg)
Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDAL WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st. BRITNEY MORALES, FL (264)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd. MIA AMIRKHANYAN, UT (653)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Male Bantam (58.1 - 63 kg)

Competitors: 2

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS

1st. STEVEN BOWMAN, MD (390)
2nd. OSCAR BRAMBLE, UT (648)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Male Feather (63.1 - 68 kg)
Competitors: 3

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Seed 2 / JAMES CHOI, NJ (433)
2nd. Seed 1 / FERGUS CURRAN, WA (708)
3rd. Seed 3 / MITCHELL TOOMEY, NJ (426)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS

World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Male Fin (54 kg & Under)

Competitors: 4

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS

1st. Seed 1 / JUANCARLOS NORZAGARAY, CO (209)
2nd. Seed 2 / CHANDLER TORRES, IL (359)
3rd. Seed 4 / CHRISTOPHER ALLEN, NC (511)
3rd. Seed 3 / ZARDO JAMES VILLANUEVA, CA (130)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Male Fly (54.1 - 58 kg)
Competitors: 3

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Seed 1 / WILLIAM CUNNINGHAM, NY (478)
2nd. Seed 3 / TRISTAN THOMAS, CA (128)
3rd. Seed 2 / JIMMY DUONG, TX (579)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Male Heavy (Over 87 kg)
Competitors: 5

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS
1st. Seed 1 / ZEPH PUTNAM, NC (510)
2nd. Seed 2 / BRIAN CHOI, NJ (432)
3rd. Seed 4 / Jon VIGIL, UT (647)
3rd. Seed 3 / NICHOLAS CARLO, CA (95)
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2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS

World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Male Light (68.1 - 74 kg)

Competitors: 5

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS

1st.  Seed 1 / AIDEN BEVEL, CA (79)
2nd.  Seed 3 / WILLIAM SMITH, CA (98)
3rd.  Seed 5 / JADEN BAXTER, NC (533)
3rd.  Seed 2 / ERIC SANTAELLA, WA (709)
2022 U.S. GRAND PRIX FINAL & TEAM TRIALS
World Class Senior Sparring 18-32 Male Welter (74.1 - 80 kg)
Competitors: 4

Sun 18 September 2022

MEDAL WINNERS

1st. Seed 4 / RILEY OGILVIE, FL (281)
2nd. Seed 3 / Luther BAKER, FL (299)
3rd. Seed 1 / ABOU SOW, MD (380)
3rd. Seed 2 / Jonathan HENRY, FL (287)
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